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1. Event Name: RYC One design Racing
Protest On: 2019-06-25
Race No: 1

2. Hearing Type

3. Protestor
sonar - sonar - 03 - up with a twist - richard Sullivan

4. Protestees
1. Race Committee

5. Incident
Time Place: Just after the start of race 1
Rules: 29.1 individual recall
Witnesses:

6. Informing Protestee
 Hail:

Hail When:
Hail Comment:

 Red Flag:
Red Flag Comment

 Other:
Other Comment: filed for redress after reaching land

7. Description Of Incident

just after the start of race 1 a sound series of sounds was heard from the signal boat and I looked at the boat and saw the first
substitute being displayed.  I informed my skipper that there was a general recall and we continued to sail with the rest of the
fleet. after 2 minutes noone was going back to start and I looked at the RC who was displaying code flag X. we sailed back cleared
the line and restarted, sailed the course and finished last.  As the RC did not comply with 29.1 and made an error our finishing
position was made significantly worse.  We are requesting average points for the night   after racing we returned to the basin
where there was a long line for the haulout, upon reaching the dock I went to my car attempted to log onto the event site and file
a protest and was unsuccessful.  We put the boat on a trailer and proceeded to the burgee bar where a protest was written up on
a blank piece of paper and handed to the PRO who refused to take it and referred me to another member of the RC I gave it to
him and have him sign it and time it which he did.  I was not sure of the protest filing time limit as it was not posted.  I notified the
RC at the end of race 1 that they displayed the first substitute fro the start.

8. Damage Or Injury

Attachments
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